Manufacturer: Pierson Industries Inc. (Contact Technimark Associates)
Model: Hold Collar Line Up Arrows Safety Closure
ASTM Type: VIIM

Description:

This package consists of a one-piece plastic aerosol overcap and a ring (collar) that fit together on an aerosol container (Figure 1).
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The ring (collar) fits onto the aerosol container below the valve rim. The ring consists of two circular lips with a groove between the two lips. There is an arrow on the lower lip that matches up with an indentation in the upper lip (see arrow pointing to indentation and groove on left side of Figure 2). Inside the aerosol overcap there are three rims designed to fit into the groove between the two lips on the ring (one of three rims is shown on right side of Figure 2).
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The outside of the aerosol overcap has a vertical line (Figure 1) that matches up with one of the three rims on the inside of the overcap. To open the package the arrow on the ring and the vertical line on the aerosol overcap are lined up by holding the ring and turning the overcap, then pulling off the aerosol overcap.

The manufacturer’s instructions on the closure are (Figure 3). (Note ring is referred to in the manufacturer’s instructions as the collar.)

TO REMOVE CAP

HOLD COLLAR-TURN CAP
(two arrowheads with their tips touching) LINE UP ARROWS ON SIDE (two arrowheads with their tips touching)